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Morita equivalene of Poisson manifolds via staky groupoids
Chenhang Zhu
(joint work with Henrique Bursztyn)
The aim of this talk is to present our program to dene Morita equivalene in the
ategory of all Poisson manifolds via Morita equivalene of their staky sympleti
groupoids. The talk is based on [3℄. Early in [7℄, Xu invented Morita equivalene
of Poisson manifolds with the inspiration from Rieel's Morita equivalene of C∗-
algebras. However it works only for integrable Poisson manifolds, i.e. those Poisson
manifolds who proess sympleti groupoids. A sympleti groupoid [6℄ is a Lie
groupoid S ⇒ P with a sympleti form ω on S satisfying
(1) pr∗
1
ω + pr∗
2
ω = m∗ω,
on the set of omposable arrows S ×P S (m is the multipliation on S). Then
the base P of the sympleti groupoid S ⇒ P has an indued Poisson struture
suh that the soure map s : S → P is a Poisson map and the target t : S → P
is anti-Poisson. In fat there is a one-to-one orrespondene between integrable
Poisson manifolds and soure-simply onneted sympleti groupoids.
Morita equivalene of Lie groupoids is well-studied and now widely used in
the theory of dierentiable staks. Roughly speaking, dierentiable staks an be
viewed as Lie groupoids up to Morita equivalene (see for example [1℄). Adding
ompatible sympleti struture inside, [7℄ established Morita equivalene of sym-
pleti groupoids and proved further that Poisson manifolds P1 and P2 are Morita
equivalent if and only if their sympleti groupoids are Morita equivalent.
Now [4℄ [5℄ show that even a non-integrable Poisson manifold proesses a sort
of sympleti groupoid S ⇒ P , but S is not anymore a manifold but an étale
dierentiable stak
1
whih proesses a ompatible sympleti form as in (1). Then
the one-to-one orrespondene is extended to the set of all Poisson manifolds and
that of soure-2-onneted sympleti staky groupoids (see Theorem 2.4).
In our program, we rst build Morita equivalene for staky groupoids, then we
add ompatible sympleti forms inside and build Morita equivalene for symple-
ti staky groupoids and hene for the base Poisson manifolds.
1. Staky groupoids and their prinipal bundles
We rst say a few more words on the staky groupoid G ⇒ M we use. For
an exat denition, we refer the reader to [8℄. The spae of arrows G is a dif-
ferentiable stak, and the spae of objets M is a manifold. It has s, t, m, e,
i as soure, target, multipliation, identity, and inverse map respetively, just as
in the ase of Lie groupoids. The only dierene now is that the multipliation
is not stritly assoiative but assoiative up to a 2-morphism α whih satises a
1
An étale dierentiable stak is a dierentiable stak presented by an étale Lie groupoid.
Careful readers nd out that S is presented by a groupoid and itself again is a groupoid over a
manifold P . But these two groupoids are two dierent ones. In fat putting them together we
have a Lie 2-groupoid [8℄.
1
pentagon ondition. The same happens to all the other identities we had before
for Lie groupoids. Namely all these identities suh as (gh)k = g(hk), 1g = g,
et., do not hold stritly, but still hold up to something in a ontrolled way. This
`2'-phenomenon is new when we step into the world of staks. It will ome bak
to haunt us all the time (for example Denition 1.1). The alternative way is to
work with Lie 2-groupoids whih are essentially equivalent to SLie groupoids [8℄.
We established Morita equivalene of Lie 2-groupoids there.
To shorten the notation, we all these staky groupoids SLie groupoids, and
when G is further an étale dierentiable stak, a W-groupoid2. A sympleti W-
groupoid is a W-groupoid whih has a ompatible sympleti form as in (1).
To build Morita equivalene, we rst need the notion of prinipal bundles of
staky groupoids.
Denition 1.1 (SLie (W-)groupoid ations). Let G be an SLie (W-)groupoid over
M , X dierentiable stak and J : X → M a smooth morphism. A right G-ation
on X is a smooth morphism
Φ : X ×M G → X ,
satises the following properties:
(1) Φ ◦ (Φ× id) = Φ ◦ (id×m) holds up to a 2-morphism a;
(2) J ◦ Φ = s ◦ pr2, where pr2 : X ×M G → G;
(3) Φ ◦ (id× (e ◦ J)) = id holds up to a 2-morphism b.
The 2-morphisms satisfy higher oherenes, whih roughly says that the following
diagrams ommute:
((xg1)g2)g3
ssgggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
ggg
(xg1)(g2g3)
''O
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
(x(g1g2))g3
ggOOOOOOOOOOO
x(g1(g2g3)) // x((g1g2)g3)
77ooooooooooo
x(g · 1)
zztt
tt
tt
tt
t
""F
FF
FF
FF
FF
(xg) · 1 // xg
Given suh an ation, we an form a quotient stak X/G as in [2℄. Unfortunately,
the quotient stak is not always a dierentiable stak again. For this, we need
prinipality of the ation.
2
The `W' omes from Alan Weinstein, who suggested this staky approah to one of the
authors.
2
Reall that an ation Φ : X×MG→ X of a Lie groupoid G⇒M on a manifold
X is prinipal if and only ifX/G is a manifold and pr1×Φ : X×MG −→ X×X/GX
is an isomorphism. We have the following denition:
Denition 1.2 (Prinipal SLie (W-) groupoid bundles). Let G ⇒M be an
SLie (-W) groupoid. A left G-bundle over a dierentiable stak X is a dierentiable
stak X together with a smooth morphism pi : X → S and a right ation Φ
satisfying
(2) pi ◦ Φ = pi ◦ pr2
up to a 2-isomorphism α : pi ◦pr2 → pi ◦Φ. (Here pr2 : G×M X → X is the natural
projetion.) The 2-isomorphism α satises a further oherene ondition.
The bundle is prinipal if pi is a surjetive submersion and
pr1 × Φ : X ×M G → X ×S X
is an isomorphism. Then the ation Φ is also alled prinipal.
Example 1.3 (A point as a prinipal Z bundle). A point pt is a prinipal Z bundle
over the stak BZ. The ation of Z on pt is trivial, so it is not prinipal in the
lassial sense. However, pt is a prinipal Z bundle as in Denition 1.2 beause
pt ×BZ pt = Z (see [1℄ for the denition of bre produt of dierentiable staks)
and
pt× Z→ pt×BZ pt,
is an isomorphism of staks.
Theorem 1.4. Let G be an SLie (W-) groupoid. If pi : X → S is a G-prinipal
bundle over S, then X/G is a dierentiable stak and is isomorphi to the base S.
Moreover X/G is presented by a Lie groupoid whose spae of arrows is EΦ/G1 and
whose spae of objets is X0. Here X1 ⇒ X0 is a Lie groupoid presentation of X ,
G1 ⇒ G0 is that of G and EΦ is the H-S bibundle of the G-ation Φ.
2. Morita equivalene of SLie groupoids
Denition 2.1 (Morita equivalene of SLie groupoids). Two SLie groupoids G1 ⇒
M1 and G2 ⇒ M2 are Morita equivalent if there is a dierentiable stak X and
two smooth morphisms Ji : X → Gi (moment maps) suh that
(1) J1 : X →M1 is a right prinipal G2-bundle;
(2) J2 : X →M2 is a left prinipal G1-bundle;
(3) Φ2◦(Φ1×id) = Φ1◦(id×Φ2) holds up to a 2-isomorphism a whih satises
six higher oherene onditions.
In this ase we all X a (G1,G2)-Morita bibundle.
It is simple to hek that Morita equivalene is reexive (G itself is a (G,G)-
Morita equivalene) and symmetri (use inverses to make right ations into left
and vie-versa). However transitivity is nontrivial and we need to use Theorem
1.4.
Moreover we also have,
3
Proposition 2.2. If two W-groupoids are Morita equivalent via Morita bibundle
X , then X is an étale dierentiable stak.
Proposition 2.3. Two W-groupoids Gi ⇒ Mi are Morita equivalent via Morita
bibundle X . If G1 ⇒M1 is a Lie groupoid, then X is a manifold and G2 ⇒M2 is
also a Lie groupoid.
Finally, two sympleti W-groupoids (G1, ω1) ⇒ M1 and (G2, ω2) ⇒ M2 are
Morita equivalent if they are Morita equivalent as SLie groupoids via a sympleti
étale stak (X , ω) satisfying
pr∗1ω1 + pr
∗
2ω = Φ
∗
1ω, on G1 ×M1 X ,
where Φ1 is the ation of G1 on X , and the same for ω and ω2.
Theorem 2.4. [5℄ For any sympleti W-groupoid G ⇒M , the base manifold M
has a unique Poisson struture suh that the soure map s is Poisson. In this ase,
we all G a sympleti W-groupoid of the Poisson manifold M .
On the other hand, for any Poisson manifold M , there are two sympleti
groupoids G(M) and H(M) of M . G(M) has 2-onneted soure bre and H(M)
has only 1-onneted soure bre.
Denition 2.5. Two Poisson manifolds M1 and M2 are alled strongly Morita
equivalent if G(M1) and G(M2) are Morita equivalent as sympleti W-groupoids.
Respetively, they are alled weakly Morita equivalent if H(M1) and H(M2) are
Morita equivalent as sympleti W-groupoids.
Strong Morita equivalene implies the weak one, and weak Morita equivalene
oinides with the lassial one in [7℄ when applied to integrable Poisson manifolds.
But strong Morita equivalene is something new. For example, in [7℄, with their
usual sympleti forms, R2 and the 2-sphere S2 are Morita equivalent sine all the
simply onneted sympleti manifolds are Morita equivalent in the lassial sense.
But they are not strongly Morita equivalent beause they have dierent pi2 groups.
In fat, only 2-onneted sympleti manifolds are strongly Morita equivalent to
eah other. We hope this pi2-phenomenon will help in sympleti geometry, for
example, in the aspet of preservation of prequantization.
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Computing certain invariants of topological spaces of dimension three
Fre´deric Franc¸ois De´champs
(joint work with Bill E. Xample, Max Muster)
The computation of ...
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